PREDICT BRIEFING

PANDEMIC PREPAREDNESS FOR GLOBAL HEALTH SECURITY

Join us for an exclusive briefing on how PREDICT has changed the way we think about pandemic preparedness through our partnerships across the globe.

Featured speakers include PREDICT’s own Jonna Mazet (One Health Institute), Simon Anthony (Columbia University), Peter Daszak (EcoHealth Alliance), Tracey Goldstein (One Health Institute), Christine Kreuder Johnson (One Health Institute), Billy Karesh (EcoHealth Alliance), Suzan Murray (Smithsonian Institution), and Karen Saylors (Labyrinth Global Health).

Interactive Q&A to follow presentations.

PREDICT NEWS

In the aftermath of the West African Ebola epidemic, our Ebola Host Project resulted in several new virus discoveries including Marburg virus, Zaire ebolavirus and Bombali ebolavirus.

Simon Anthony, author of our landmark coronavirus diversity study, addresses concerns regarding the current novel coronavirus epidemic in China.

AVMA featured our work in their January newsletter, highlighting the efficacy of the One Health approach to preventing the next pandemic.